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Abstract
We present time-dependent solutions in the higher-dimensional gravity which are related to
supergravity in the particular cases. Here, we consider p-branes with a cosmological constant and
the intersections of two and more branes. The dynamical description of p-branes can be naturally
obtained as the extension of static solutions. In the presence of a cosmological constant, we find
accelerating solutions if the dilaton is not dynamical. In the case of intersecting branes, the field
equations normally indicate that time-dependent solutions in supergravity can be found if only
one harmonic function in the metric depends on time. However, if the special relation between
dilaton couplings to antisymmetric tensor field strengths is satisfied, one can find a new class of
solutions where all harmonic functions depend on time. We then apply our new solutions to study
cosmology, with and without performing compactifications.
PACS numbers: 11.25.-w, 11.27.+d, 98.80.Cq
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I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamical brane systems in supergravity (and more general intersecting brane sys-
tems) have attracted growing interests in recent years since they can be used to construct the
cosmological model under the compactifications in string theory. The simplest dynamical so-
lution to Einstein equations in supergravity is a p-brane in an asymptotically time-dependent
background, obtained in a system composed of gravity, a scalar field and an antisymmetric
form field strength. In such a solution, a naked singularity is formed at the places where
the warp factor vanishes. Such a solution can be naturally constructed as an extension of a
static p-brane solution. This construction has a natural interpretation in terms of D-branes
and has served as an important example in string theory. In the absence of the time depen-
dence, a brane system is supersymmetric. Solutions can also be constructed by lifting the
Maki-Shiraishi solutions [1] to higher dimensions. These models have interesting effects that
can spoil asymptotic flatness and supersymmetry even if they hold in static solutions; much
attention has been paid on determining conditions to obtain a supersymmetric solution (for
example, see [2, 3]). A close cousin of the above solution is a p-brane with a cosmological
constant. For a single 2-form field strength, this is an asymptotically Milne universe. The
examples relevant for us are the multicentered Kastor-Traschen solutions [4]. Some of these
developments have been motivated by de Sitter compactifications in the four-dimensional
effective theory. Borrowing these results, we acquire a few novel insights about the physics.
In a p-brane model, the dynamics can be characterized by the warp factor which is
given in terms of the linear combination of the linear functions of time and the harmonic
function in the space transverse to the brane. This function contains information about
the dynamics of the underlying model, but this has not been fully exploited yet. See [5–8]
for an example of determination of such a function. Since a warp factor arises from a field
strength, the dynamics of a system composed of n branes can be characterized by n warp
factors arising from n field strengths [9–17]. In such a system, some of branes can naturally
intersect. However, for M-branes and D-branes, among these warp factors only one function
can depend on time. These harmonic functions of D-brane model are related to the string
coupling constant in string theory. They have been studied from many points of view; for
recent discussion, see [18, 19].
The purpose of the present paper is to make this result more transparent and to generalize
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it. We will consider solutions with more general couplings of dilaton to the field strengths. In
the classical solution of a p-brane in a D-dimensional theory, the coupling to dilaton for field
strength includes the parameter N . Though there are classical solutions for particular values
of N , the solutions of N 6= 4 models are no longer related to D-branes and M-branes. The
dynamical solutions for N = 4 were also developed independently in [5, 6, 8]; the property
of cosmological evolution had in essence been introduced earlier [7, 20]. For any number of
dimension, we will show that the time-dependent solutions can be obtained for N 6= 4 by
extending the ansatz. The case of N 6= 4 gives new intersecting brane solutions that all warp
factors arising from field strengths can depend on time if the number N has the appropriate
values. There are also the dynamical intersecting solutions that one has N = 4, the others
have N 6= 4. As a simple example, we will study the dynamical intersecting solution in
a class of the six-dimensional Romans supergravity [21, 22] with a vanishing cosmological
constant. We will also see that the effect of a cosmological constant often changes the
picture radically, in particular, triggering the accelerating expansion of the Universe. This
can only happen when the scalar field vanishes, since a nonzero scalar field is an obstruction
to accelerating expansion. Our results will also be interesting for cosmological applications
of string theories.
The dynamical solutions in the six-dimensional Nishino-Salam-Sezgin (NSS) supergravity
[23–27] have been investigated in [28–32], including applications to brane world models. A
particular construction of dynamical solutions was discussed recently in this context and
then applied to brane world models in [28] or 1-brane collision [33]. In the present paper,
the dynamical 0-brane solution in the NSS model will be derived as a special case and used
to study the possibility of brane collisions, which in the special case of p-branes has been
originally discussed in [34].
If one drops the requirement of N = 4 in the coupling to dilaton for field strengths,
the solutions obtained in an Einstein-Maxwell model are a special case of a larger class of
dynamical solutions that lead to de Sitter spacetime. In Sec. II, we describe this larger class
and apply it to construct brane world models in the five-dimensional theory. In Sec. III,
we characterize the intersecting brane system that arises two kinds of form fields without
the condition of N = 4. In Sec. IV, we perform explicit calculations illustrating how the
dynamical solutions of n kinds of intersecting brane system arise from the condition of
N 6= 4. These examples are inspired by and generalize an example considered in Sec. 2 of
3
[6] as well as the detailed analysis of cosmological models in [28]. Section V is devoted to
concluding remarks.
II. DYNAMICAL SOLUTIONS WITH A COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT
A. Theory
We will start from the D-dimensional theory, for which the action in the Einstein frame
contains the metric gMN , the scalar field φ, the cosmological constant Λ, and the antisym-
metric tensor field of rank (p+ 2), F(p+2)
S =
1
2κ2
∫ [(
R− 2eαφΛ) ∗ 1D − 1
2
∗ dφ ∧ dφ− 1
2 · (p+ 2)!e
ǫcφ ∗ F(p+2) ∧ F(p+2)
]
, (1)
where α is constant, κ2 is the D-dimensional gravitational constant, ∗ is the Hodge operator
in theD-dimensional spacetime, F(p+2) is the (p+2)-form field strength, and c, ǫ are constants
given by
c2 = N − 2(p+ 1)(D − p− 3)
D − 2 , (2a)
ǫ =

 + if p− brane is electric− if p− brane is magnetic . (2b)
Here, N is a constant. The field strength F(p+2) is given by the (p+1)-form gauge potential
A(p+1)
F(p+2) = dA(p+1). (3)
In this section, we focus on dimensions of D > 2. In D = 10 and D = 11, the cases
of Λ = 0 and N = 4 of the theory (1) correspond to supergravities. The bosonic part of
the action of D = 11 supergravity includes only 4-form (p = 2) without the scalar field,
since c = 0 automatically. For D = 10 and N = 4, the constant c is precisely the dilaton
coupling for the Ramond-Ramond (p+2)-form in the type II supergravities. The dynamical
solutions for the case of N = 4 have been already discussed in [33]. The bosonic part of
the six-dimensional NSS model [23–25] is given by the expression (1) with Λ > 0. In this
section, we will discuss the dynamical solution for N 6= 4.
After varying the action with respect to the metric, the scalar field, and the (p+1)-form
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gauge field, the field equations are written by
RMN =
2
D − 2e
αφΛgMN +
1
2
∂Mφ∂Nφ
+
1
2 · (p+ 2)!e
ǫcφ
[
(p+ 2)FMA2···Ap+2FN
A2···Ap+2 − p+ 1
D − 2gMNF
2
(p+2)
]
, (4a)
d ∗ dφ− ǫc
2 · (p+ 2)!e
ǫcφ ∗ F(p+2) ∧ F(p+2) − 2αeαφΛ ∗ 1D = 0, (4b)
d
[
eǫcφ ∗ F(p+2)
]
= 0. (4c)
Now we assume that the D-dimensional metric takes the form
ds2 = ha(x, z)qµν(X)dx
µdxν + hb(x, z)uab(Z)dz
adzb, (5)
where qµν(X) denotes a (p + 1)-dimensional metric which depends only on the (p + 1)-
dimensional coordinates xµ, and uab(Z) is the (D − p − 1)-dimensional metric depending
only on the (D − p − 1)-dimensional coordinates za, and X space represents the world
volume directions, while Z space does the space transverse to the p-brane. The constants a
and b are given by
a = −4(D − p− 3)
N(D − 2) , b =
4(p+ 1)
N(D − 2) . (6)
The form of the metric (5) is a straightforward generalization of the case of a static p-brane
system with a coupling of scalar field [5, 35]. The scalar field φ and the gauge field strength
F(p+2) are assumed to be
eφ = h2ǫc/N , (7a)
F(p+2) =
2√
N
d(h−1) ∧ Ω(X), (7b)
where Ω(X) is the volume (p+ 1)-form,
Ω(X) =
√−q dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxp. (8)
q is the determinant of the metric qµν .
B. Asymptotically Milne solution
Firstly, we consider the Einstein Eqs. (4a) with c 6= 0. We assume that the parameter α
is given by
α =
[
−N + 2(D − p− 3)
D − 2
]
(ǫc)−1 . (9)
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Using the ansatz (5) and (7), the Einstein equations are written by
Rµν(X)− 4
N
h−1DµDνh+
2
N
(
1− 4
N
)
∂µ ln h∂ν ln h− 2
D − 2Λqµνh
−2
− a
2
qµν
[
h−1△Xh−
(
1− 4
N
)
qρσ∂ρ ln h∂σ ln h
]
− a
2
qµνh
−4/N−1△Zh = 0, (10a)
h−1∂µ∂ah = 0, (10b)
Rab(Z)− b
2
h4/Nuab
[
h−1△Xh−
(
1− 4
N
)
qρσ∂ρ ln h∂σ ln h
]
− b
2
uabh
−1△Zh− 2
D − 2Λuabh
−2+4/N = 0, (10c)
where Dµ is the covariant derivative with respect to the metric qµν , △X and △Z denote
the Laplace operators on X and Z, respectively. Similarly, Rµν(X) and Rab(Z) are the Ricci
tensors associated with the metrics qµν and uab, respectively. From Eq. (10b), the function
h have to be in the form
h(x, z) = h0(x) + h1(z). (11)
With the form of the function h, the other components of the Einstein Eqs. (10a) and (10c)
are expressed as
Rµν(X)− 4
N
h−1DµDνh0 +
2
N
(
1− 4
N
)
h−2∂µh0∂νh0 − 2
D − 2Λqµνh
−2
− a
2
qµν
[
h−1△Xh0 −
(
1− 4
N
)
h−2qρσ∂ρh0∂σh0
]
− a
2
qµνh
−4/N−1△Zh1 = 0, (12a)
Rab(Z)− b
2
h4/Nuab
[
h−1△Xh0 −
(
1− 4
N
)
h−2qρσ∂ρh0∂σh0
]
− b
2
uabh
−1△Zh1 − 2
D − 2Λuabh
−2+4/N = 0. (12b)
In terms of the assumption (7b), the Bianchi identity is automatically satisfied while the
equation of motion for the gauge field (4c) becomes
△Zh1Ω(Z) = 0, (13)
where we have used (11), and Ω(Z) is defined by
Ω(Z) =
√
u dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzD−p−1. (14)
Hence, the gauge field equation reduces to
△Zh1 = 0. (15)
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We next consider the field equation of scalar field. Substituting Eqs. (7) and (11) into
Eq. (4b), we find
2
N
ǫch4/N−b
[
h−1△Xh0 −
(
1− 4
N
)
h−2qρσ∂ρh0∂σh0 + h−1−4/N△Zh1
]
− 2αh−2−aΛ = 0. (16)
In terms of Eq. (15), we are left with
△Xh0 = 0, 1
N
(
1− 4
N
)
qρσ∂ρh0∂σh0 + (ǫc)
−1 αΛ = 0. (17)
Now we go back to the Einstein Eqs. (12). If F(p+2) = 0, the function h1 becomes trivial.
If we set F(p+2) 6= 0, the first term in Eq. (12a) depends on only x whereas the rest on both
x and y. Then Eqs. (12) together with (15) and (17) lead to
Rµν(X) = 0, DµDνh0 = 0, (18a)
2
N
(
1− 4
N
)
∂µh0∂νh0 +
a
2
(
1− 4
N
)
qµνq
ρσ∂ρh0∂σh0 − 2
D − 2Λqµν = 0, (18b)
Rab(Z) +
b
2
(
1− 4
N
)
h−2+4/Nuabqρσ∂ρh0∂σh0 − 2
D − 2Λuabh
−2+4/N = 0. (18c)
The Eqs. (17) and (18b) give N = 2. Then, the Eqs. (18b) and (18c) are written by
∂µh0∂νh0 = − 4
c2(D − 2)Λqµν , (19a)
Rab(Z) +
4p
c2(D − 2)Λuab = 0, (19b)
respectively. If one solves these Eqs. (18) with Eq. (15), the solution of the present system
is given by Eqs. (5) and (7) with (11).
For a nonvanishing cosmological constant, Eq. (18c) implies that the (D − p − 1)-
dimensional space Z is an Einstein manifold. The (D − p − 1)-dimensional flat space is
allowed only for p = 0. Equation (19a) implies that the (p + 1)-dimensional metric qµν(X)
is expressed as a product of two vectors. Hence, for p 6= 0, the determinant of the metric
qµν(X) becomes zero, which is not permissible. In the following, we will discuss the solution
of p = 0 case. We find that Eqs. (15), (18) and (19b) reduce to
h(t, z) = h0(t) + h1(z), h0 = At+B, △Zh1 = 0, (20a)
Rab(Z) = 0, (20b)
where A is defined by A ≡ ±√2Λ and B is constant parameter. Thus, there is no solution
for Λ < 0. Upon setting
uab = δab , (21)
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where δij is the (D − 1)-dimensional Euclidean space metric, the solution for h is written
explicitly as
h(t, z) = At +B + h1(z) , (22)
where the harmonic function h1 is found to be
h1(z) =
L∑
ℓ=1
Mℓ
|z − zℓ|D−3 for D 6= 3 , (23a)
h1(z) =
L∑
ℓ=1
Mℓ ln |z − zℓ| for D = 3 . (23b)
Here, |z − zℓ| =
√
(z1 − z1ℓ )2 + (z2 − z2ℓ )2 + · · ·+
(
zD−1 − zD−1ℓ
)2
, and Mℓ (ℓ = 1 · · ·L) are
mass constants of 0-branes located at zℓ. The behavior of the harmonic function h1 is
classified into two classes depending on the dimensions D, i.e. D > 3, and D = 3.
For D = 3, the harmonic function h1 diverges both at infinity and near 0-branes. More-
over, because h1 → −∞, there is no regular spacetime region near 0-branes. Hence, such
solutions are not physically relevant because the original theory is ill-defined. In the follow-
ing, we will focus on the case D > 3.
Assuming Λ > 0, and introducing a new time coordinate τ by
τ
τ0
=
(
At +B
)1/(D−2)
, τ0 =
(D − 2)
A
, (24)
we find the D-dimensional metric (5) as
ds2 =
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−(D−2)
h1
]− 2(D−3)
D−2

−dτ 2 +
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−(D−2)
h1
}2(
τ
τ0
)2
uabdz
adzb

 .
(25)
For h1 → 0, the spacetime approaches an isotropic and homogeneous universe, whose scale
factor is proportional to τ , i.e., the D-dimensional Milne universe. This is realized in the
limit τ →∞, which is guaranteed by a scalar field with the exponential potential. The D-
dimensional spacetime becomes inhomogeneous for h1 6= 0. The power exponent of the scale
factor is always larger than that in the matter or radiation-dominated era. It is interesting
to note that in the case of D = 6, p = 0 with Λ > 0, Eq. (25) describes the cosmological
solution in the NSS model with the vanishing 3-form field strength. The late time evolution
has a scaling behavior. Note that the scaling solution in the NSS model obtained in Ref. [31]
has the similar time dependence, although in this case the 2-form field strength is magnetic.
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The D-dimensional spacetime is regular in the region of h > 0, but has curvature singu-
larities where h = 0, since φ diverges there. The physical spacetime exists only inside the
domain restricted by
h(t, z) ≡ At+B + h1(z) > 0. (26)
To see the detailed dynamics of spacetime, let us illustrate the case of two 0-branes, which
are sharing the same charge M and located at z = (±L, 0, · · · , 0). Here, we focus on the
period of t > 0. For the period of t < 0, the spacetime dynamics is obtained simply by
reversing evolution of the case of t > 0.
In the case of A > 0, for t ≥ 0 the metric is always regular. The metric (5) implies
that the transverse dimensions expand asymptotically as τ˜ , where τ˜ is the proper time of
the coordinate observer. However, it is observer-dependent. As we mentioned before, the
D-dimensional spacetime becomes static near branes, and the spacetime approaches a Milne
universe in the far region (|z| → ∞), which expands in all directions isotropically. Defining
z⊥ =
√
(z2)2 + · · ·+ (zD−1)2 , (27)
the proper distance at z⊥ = 0 between two branes is given by
d(t) =
∫ L
−L
dz1
[
At+
M
|z1 + L|D−3 +
M
|z1 − L|D−3
] 1
D−2
= (ML)
1
D−2
∫ 1
−1
dη
[(
ALD−3
M
)
t+
1
|η + 1|D−3 +
1
|η − 1|D−3
] 1
D−2
, (28)
which is a monotonically increasing function of t.
Next, we discuss the case of A < 0. All of the region of (D − 1)-dimensional space is
initially (t = 0) regular except at z →∞. The singular hypersurface erodes the z-coordinate
region as time evolves. As a result, only the region near 0-branes remains regular. When we
consider this process on the (z1, z⊥) plane, the singularity appears at infinity. It eventually
approaches 0-branes and finally the regular spatial region splits into two isolated throats
surrounding each 0-brane. The proper distance d between two branes, given by Eq. (28), is
now a monotonically decreasing function of t. At a glance, it could realize brane collisions.
However, since a singularity appears between two branes before the distance vanishes, a
regular brane collision cannot be realized.
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C. Asymptotically de Sitter solution
Next, we consider the solution with a trivial scalar field which is the case of c = 0 and
hence α = 0. The scalar field becomes constant because of the ansatz (4b), and the scalar
field Eq. (16) is automatically satisfied. In terms of c = 0, Eq. (2a) give
N =
2(D − p− 3)(p+ 1)
D − 2 . (29)
In this case, the field equations are reduced to
Rµν(X) = 0, Rab(Z) = 0, (30a)
h(x, z) = h0(x) + h1(z), (30b)
DµDνh0 = 0, ∂µh0∂νh0 +
2(p+ 1)(D − p− 3)2
(D − 2)((1− p)D + p2 + 4p− 1)Λqµν = 0, (30c)
△Zh1 = 0. (30d)
We will focus on the solution of p = 0, since from Eq. (30c) it turns out that the solution
for p 6= 0 is not permissible. Then Eq. (30c) gives
h0 = c1t+ c2, (31)
where c2 is an integration constant and c1 is given by
c1 = ±(D − 3)
√
2Λ
(D − 1)(D − 2) . (32)
Thus, there is no solution for Λ < 0. If the metric uab(Z) is assumed to be Eq. (21), the
function h1 is given by Eq. (23). Now we introduce a new time coordinate τ by
c1τ = ln t, (33)
where we have taken c1 > 0 for simplicity. The D-dimensional metric (5) is then rewritten
as
ds2 = − (1 + c−11 e−c1τh1)−2 dτ 2 + (1 + c−11 e−c1τh1)2/(D−3) (c1ec1τ )2/(D−3) uab(Z)dzadzb. (34)
Equation (34) implies that the spacetime describes an isotropic and homogeneous universe
if h1 = 0. In the limit when the terms with h1 are negligible, which is realized in the limit
τ → ∞ and for c1 > 0, we find a D-dimensional de Sitter universe. The solution (34) has
been discussed by [1] (see also [36]). Furthermore, for D = 4, the solution is found by Kastor
and Traschen [4].
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D. Application to the brane world
The asymptotically de Sitter solution in the case of D = 5 is now applied to construct a
cosmological brane world. We start from the general metric
ds2 = −d(T, ξ)2dT 2 + f(T, ξ)2dξ2 + a(T, ξ)2dΩ2(3) , (35)
where dΩ2(3) denotes a unit 3-sphere. ξ and T denote the dimensionless coordinates of the
extra space and time. For a given background spacetime, applying the standard copy and
paste method, it is possible to construct a cosmological 3-brane world embedded into a
five-dimensional bulk as in the Randall-Sundrum model [37]. For simplicity, we impose the
Z2-symmetry across the brane world volume.
A cosmological brane world evolves along a trajectory specified by an affine parameter
τ , (T, ξ) = (T (τ), ξ(τ)). The induced metric on the brane world is then given by the closed
Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker metric with the scale factor a
ds2(ind) = −dτ 2 + a(T (τ), ξ(τ))2dΩ2(3) , (36)
where we imposed
− d(T (τ), ξ(τ))2T˙ 2 + f(T (τ), ξ(τ))2ξ˙2 = −1 . (37)
A dot denotes a derivative with respect to τ , which is interpreted as the cosmic proper time.
The trajectory of the brane world is through the junction conditions. Here, we focus on
the Israel conditions given by
1
2
κ2ρ¯ = −3ǫ
{ 1
f
a,ξ
a
√
1 + f 2ξ˙2 +
f
d
a,T
a
ξ˙
}
, (38a)
1
2
κ2p¯ = ǫ
{(
2
a,ξ
a
+
d,ξ
d
)1
f
√
1 + f 2ξ˙2 +
f,ξξ˙
2 + ξ¨f√
1 + f 2ξ˙2
+
f
d
(
2
a,T
a
+
2f,T
f
)
ξ˙
}
, (38b)
where ρ¯ and p¯ represent the total energy density and pressure, obtained by varying the brane
world action. From now on, we focus on the energy density equation, Eq. (38a). Note that
ǫ = +1 denotes the normal vector pointing the direction of increasing ξ (and ǫ = −1 vice
versa).
The derivative of the scale factor with respect to the cosmic proper time is given by
a˙ = αξf ξ˙ + αT
√
1 + f 2ξ˙2, (39)
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where we defined
αξ :=
a,ξ
f
, αT :=
a,T
d
. (40)
Replacing ξ˙ with a˙ through Eq. (39) and squaring the energy density component of (38a),
we obtain the generalized Friedmann equation for a. In the |αT | ≫ |αξ| limit, where the
time dependence rules the spatial one, the cosmological equation reduces to
a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
≈ κ
4ρ¯2
36
+
α2T + 1
a2
. (41)
Similarly, in the |αT | ≪ |αξ| limit, where the spacetime is approximately static, the cosmo-
logical equation reduces to
a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
≈ κ
4ρ¯2
36
− α
2
ξ − 1
a2
. (42)
1. Brane world supported by the tension
One possibility is to support the brane world by tension. Decomposing ρ¯ = σ+ ρ, where
σ and ρ denote the tension and matter energy density localized on the brane, respectively,
we obtain
a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
≈ 1
3
Λeff +
κ24
3
ρ+O(ρ2). (43)
Here, we assumed ρ≪ σ. The four-dimensional effective cosmological constant (not exactly
constant, of course) and the gravitational constant are given by
Λeff :=
1
12
κ4σ2 +
3(α2t + 1)
a2
, κ24 :=
1
6
κ4σ, (44)
for |αT | ≫ |αξ|, and
Λeff :=
1
12
κ4σ2 − 3(α
2
ξ − 1)
a2
, κ24 :=
1
6
κ4σ, (45)
for |αT | ≪ |αξ|. Λeff is composed of the tension part and the bulk part. For |αT | ≫ |αξ|,
from Eq. (38a) assuming αT > 0, to obtain a positive gravitational constant, namely, a
positive tension, we have to impose ξ˙ > 0 for ǫ = −1 and ξ˙ < 0 for ǫ = +1. For |αT | ≪ |αξ|,
similarly from Eq. (38a) assuming αξ > 0, to obtain a positive gravitational constant, we
have to impose ǫ = −1.
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2. Brane world supported by the induced gravity
The other possibility is to support the brane world induced gravity term [38]
ρ¯ = ρ+ µ2G(ind)
0
0 = ρ− 3µ2
( a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
)
, (46)
where G(ind)µν is the Einstein tensor associated with the brane world metric Eq. (36). We
will see that the parameter µ plays the role of the four-dimensional Planck scale in the high
density region. We then obtain for |αT | ≫ |αξ|,
( a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
)
±
=
2
κ4µ4
[
1 +
κ4µ2
6
ρ±
√
1 +
κ4µ2
3
ρ− κ
4µ4(α2T + 1)
a2
]
, (47)
and for |αT | ≪ |αξ|,
( a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
)
±
=
2
κ4µ4
[
1 +
κ4µ2
6
ρ±
√
1 +
κ4µ2
3
ρ+
κ4µ4(α2ξ − 1)
a2
]
, (48)
where in both cases (+) and (−) denote two independent branches. Here, in the first limit,
if ξ˙ > 0, we take ǫ = +1 for the (+)-branch and ǫ = −1 for the (−)-branch (for ξ˙ < 0
vice versa). In the second limit, we take ǫ = +1 for the (+)-branch and ǫ = −1 for the
(-)-branch.
Let us discuss the cosmological behaviors in high and low energy density limits, respec-
tively. In both limits, we recover the ordinary cosmological equation in the high density
region, where the term linear in ρ dominates others
( a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
)
±
≈ 1
3µ2
ρ , (49)
where clearly the four-dimensional gravitational constant is given by µ−1. Thus, in this
region, the standard Friedmann equation is recovered due to the induced gravity term. On
the other hand, in the low density region, if |αT | ≫ |αξ|,
( a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
)
±
≃ 2
κ4µ4
(
1±
√
1− κ
4µ4(α2T + 1)
a2
)
, (50)
and if |αT | ≪ |αξ|,
( a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
)
±
≃ 2
κ4µ4
(
1±
√
1 +
κ4µ4(α2ξ − 1)
a2
)
. (51)
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In the first limit, for
√
α2T+1
a
≪ 1
κ2µ2
,
(
a˙
a
)
+
≈ 2
κ2µ2
(ignoring the 1
a2
term compared to the
constant part) and
(
a˙
a
)
− ≈
∣∣αT
a
∣∣. In the second limit, for |1−α2ξ | 12
a
≪ 1
κ2µ2
,
(
a˙
a
)
+
≈ 2
κ2µ2
and
there is no regular behavior in the (−)-branch. The (+)-branch has the expansion rate of
the self-accelerating solution given by Dvali, Gabadadze, and Porrati (DGP) [38]. However,
this branch is known to suffers a ghost instability [39]. On the other hand, the (-)-branch
does not contain any pathology.
3. Brane world in the asymptotically de Sitter spacetime
We apply our formulation to the case of the asymptotically de Sitter solution (34) in
D = 5. Here, we have to assume that the harmonic function h1 found in (23a) is given by
the contribution of a single brane with a mass M . Then, in D = 5, the asymptotically de
Sitter solution reduces to
ds2 = M
(
1 +
e−T
ξ2
)
eTdξ2 − c−21
(
1 +
e−T
ξ2
)−2
dT 2 +Mξ2
(
1 +
e−T
ξ2
)
eTdΩ2(3), (52)
where c1 =
√
2
3
Λ is given by Eq. (32) (we assume c1 > 0). The dimensionless coordinates
run −∞ < T < ∞ and 0 < ξ < ∞. Since the combination in the round bracket is always
positive, no curvature singularity appears. Comparing with (35), d, f and a read
d := c−11
(
1 +
e−T
ξ2
)−1
, f := M
1
2
√
1 +
e−T
ξ2
e
T
2 , a :=M
1
2 ξ
√
1 +
e−T
ξ2
e
T
2 , (53)
and we find
αT =
√
c21Mζ(T, ξ)
2
√
1 +
1
ζ(T, ξ)2
, αξ =
ζ(T, ξ)2
1 + ζ(T, ξ)2
< 1, (54)
where ζ(T, ξ) := e
T
2 ξ. We then define
F (ζ) :=
αT
αξ
= (c21M)
1
2 ν(ζ), ν(ζ) :=
(1 + ζ2)3/2
2ζ2
. (55)
Here, ν(ζ) takes minimum at ζ =
√
2, where ν(
√
2) = 3
3
2
4
≃ 1.299. Therefore as long as
c21M >
16
27
, we always obtain αT > αξ. In particular, for both limits of ζ ≫ 1 and 0 < ζ ≪ 1,
αT ≫ αξ, irrespective of c21M . Thus, the cosmological equation can be described by Eq.
(41) with αT
a
= c1
2
.
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If the brane world is supported by the tension, from (41) the effective cosmological and
gravitational constants read
Λeff ≈ 1
12
κ4σ2 +
3c21
4
, κ24 :=
1
6
κ4σ. (56)
To obtain a positive gravitational constant, we impose ǫ = −1 for ξ˙ > 0 and ǫ = +1 for
ξ˙ < 0. In addition, the bulk volume is not finite in the direction of increasing ξ, as seen from
√−g = c1M2ξ3e2T
(
1 + e
−T
ξ2
)
. Thus, to obtain the localized graviton on the brane world at
low energy, ξ must have an upper bound 0 < ξ < ξ0, where ξ0 is the position of the brane
world. Thus, we also impose ξ˙ > 0. Then, the effective cosmology is the ΛCDM type one.
If the brane world is supported by the induced gravity, we obtain
( a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
)
±
=
2
κ4µ4
[
1 +
κ4µ2
6
ρ±
√
1 +
κ4µ2
3
ρ− κ4µ4
(c21
4
+
1
a2
)]
. (57)
To ensure the regular cosmological behavior at the low energy density, here we impose
c1 <
2
κ2µ2
. In the high density region, as shown in Eq. (49), the four-dimensional cosmological
equation is recovered. In the low density region,
( a˙2
a2
+
1
a2
)
±
≃ 2
κ4µ4
(
1±
√
1− κ4µ4
(c21
4
+
1
a2
))
. (58)
If c1 ≪ 2κ2µ2 ,
(
a˙
a
)
+
≈ 2
κ2µ2
and
(
a˙
a
)
− ≈ c12 . The latter shows that the healthy (-) branch,
as well as the (+)-branch can give accelerating solutions in the later times. The result
is similar to a higher-dimensional extension of DGP [40]. Although this property looks
fascinating, in order to explain the cosmic acceleration of today, we have to require that
the bulk cosmological constant becomes very tiny as Λ
1
2 ≃ 10−42GeV. Therefore, for any
reasonable choice of the five-dimensional Planck scale, as TeV scale, the huge fine-tuning for
Λ cannot be avoided.
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III. THE INTERSECTION OF TWO BRANES IN D-DIMENSIONAL THEORY
A. Theory
In this section, we consider a D-dimensional theory composed of the metric gMN , scalar
field φ, and two antisymmetric tensor fields of rank (pr + 2) and (ps + 2):
S =
1
2κ2
∫ [
R ∗ 1− 1
2
∗ dφ ∧ dφ− 1
2
1
(pr + 2)!
eǫrcrφ ∗ F(pr+2) ∧ F(pr+2)
−1
2
1
(ps + 2)!
eǫscsφ ∗ F(ps+2) ∧ F(ps+2)
]
, (59)
where κ2 is the D-dimensional gravitational constant, ∗ is the Hodge operator in the D-
dimensional spacetime, F(pr+2) and F(ps+2) are (pr + 2)-form, (ps + 2)-form field strengths,
respectively, and cI , ǫI (I = r, s) are constants given by
c2I = NI −
2(pI + 1)(D − pI − 3)
D − 2 , (60a)
ǫI =

 + if pI − brane is electric− if pI − brane is magnetic . (60b)
Here NI is constant. After varying the action with respect to the metric, the scalar field,
and the (pr + 1)-form and (ps + 1)-form gauge fields, the field equations are given by
RMN =
1
2
∂Mφ∂Nφ+
1
2
eǫrcrφ
(pr + 2)!
[
(pr + 2)FMA2···A(pr+2)FN
A2···A(pr+2) − pr + 1
D − 2gMNF
2
(pr+2)
]
+
1
2
eǫscsφ
(ps + 2)!
[
(ps + 2)FMA2···A(ps+2)FN
A2···A(ps+2) − ps + 1
D − 2gMNF
2
(ps+2)
]
, (61a)
d ∗ dφ− 1
2
ǫrcr
(pr + 2)!
eǫrcrφ ∗ F(pr+2) ∧ F(pr+2) −
1
2
ǫscs
(ps + 2)!
eǫscsφ ∗ F(ps+2) ∧ F(ps+2) = 0,(61b)
d
[
eǫrcrφ ∗ F(pr+2)
]
= 0, (61c)
d
[
eǫscsφ ∗ F(ps+2)
]
= 0. (61d)
We look for solutions whose D-dimensional metrics have the form
ds2 = harr h
as
s qµν(X)dx
µdxν + hbrr h
as
s γij(Y1)dy
idyj
+harr h
bs
s wmn(Y2)dv
mdvn + hbrr h
bs
s uab(Z)dz
adzb, (62)
where qµν is a (p + 1)-dimensional metric which depends only on the (p + 1)-dimensional
coordinates xµ, γij is the (ps − p)-dimensional metric which depends only on the (ps − p)-
dimensional coordinates yi, wmn is the (pr − p)-dimensional metric which depends only on
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the (pr−p)-dimensional coordinates vm and finally uab is the (D+p−pr−ps−1)-dimensional
metric which depends only on the (D + p − pr − ps − 1)-dimensional coordinates za. The
parameters aI (I = r, s) and bI (I = r, s) in the metric (62) are given by
aI = −4(D − pI − 3)
NI(D − 2) , bI =
4(pI + 1)
NI(D − 2) . (63)
The D-dimensional metric (62) implies that the solutions are characterized by two
functions, hr and hs, which depend on the coordinates transverse to the brane as well as
the world volume coordinate. For the configurations of two branes, the powers of harmonic
functions have to obey the intersection rule, and then split the coordinates in three parts.
One is the overall world-volume coordinates, {x}, which are common to the two branes.
The others are overall transverse coordinates, {z}, and the relative transverse coordinates,
{y} and {v}, which are transverse to only one of the two branes. The field equations of
dynamical intersecting branes allow for the following three kinds of possibilities on pr- and
ps-branes in D dimensions [8, 41, 42].
(I)Both hr and hs depend on the coordinates of overall transverse space: hr = hr(x, z), hs =
hs(x, z).
(II)Only hs depends on the coordinates of overall transverse space, but the other hr does on
the corresponding coordinates of relative transverse space: hr = hr(x, y), hs = hs(x, z).
(III)Each of hr and hs depends on the corresponding coordinates of relative transverse
space: hr = hr(x, y), hs = hs(x, v).
In the following, we discuss intersections where each participating brane corresponds to
an independent harmonic function in the solution. We also derive the dynamical intersecting
brane solution in D dimensions obeying the above three conditions.
B. Case (I)
We first consider the case (I). Under our classification, the D-dimensional metric ansatz
Eq. (62) now explicitly becomes
ds2 = harr (x, z)h
as
s (x, z)qµν(X)dx
µdxν + hbrr (x, z)h
as
s (x, z)γij(Y1)dy
idyj
+harr (x, z)h
bs
s (x, z)wmn(Y2)dv
mdvn + hbrr (x, z)h
bs
s (x, z)uab(Z)dz
adzb . (64)
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We also suppose that the scalar field φ and the gauge field strengths F(pr+2), F(ps+2) are
written by
eφ = h2ǫrcr/Nrr h
2ǫscs/Ns
s , (65a)
F(pr+2) =
2√
Nr
d
[
h−1r (x, z)
] ∧ Ω(X) ∧ Ω(Y2), (65b)
F(ps+2) =
2√
Ns
d
[
h−1s (x, z)
] ∧ Ω(X) ∧ Ω(Y1), (65c)
where Ω(X), Ω(Y1), and Ω(Y2) are the volume (p + 1)-form, (ps − p)-form, (pr − p)-form,
defined as
Ω(X) =
√−q dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxp, (66a)
Ω(Y1) =
√
γ dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ · · · ∧ dyps−p, (66b)
Ω(Y2) =
√
w dv1 ∧ dv2 ∧ · · · ∧ dvpr−p. (66c)
Here, q, γ, w denote the determinant of the metric qµν , γij, wmn, respectively. Let us first
consider the gauge field Eqs. (61c), (61d). From the assumptions (65b) and (65c), we get
d
[
h4χ/Nss ∂ahr (∗Zdza) ∧ Ω(Y1)
]
= 0, (67a)
d
[
h4χ/Nrr ∂ahs (∗Zdza) ∧ Ω(Y2)
]
= 0, (67b)
where ∗Z denotes the Hodge operator on Z, and χ is defined by
χ = p+ 1− (pr + 1) (ps + 1)
D − 2 +
1
2
ǫrǫscrcs . (68)
Then, the Eq. (67a) reduces to
uab∂bh
4χ/Ns
s ∂ahr + h
4χ/Ns
s △Zhr = 0, (69a)
∂µh
4χ/Ns
s ∂ahr + h
4χ/Ns
s ∂µ∂ahr = 0, (69b)
where △Z is the Laplace operators on the space of Z. On the other hand, Eq. (67b) leads
to
uab∂bh
4χ/Nr
r ∂ahs + h
4χ/Nr
r △Zhs = 0, (70a)
∂µh
4χ/Nr
r ∂ahs + h
4χ/Nr
r ∂µ∂ahs = 0. (70b)
For χ = 0, the Eq. (69) reduces to
△Zhr = 0, ∂µ∂ahr = 0, (71)
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and the Eq. (70) gives
△Zhs = 0, ∂µ∂ahs = 0. (72)
The relation χ = 0 is consistent with the intersection rule [6, 8, 17, 43–47].
Next, we consider the Einstein Eq. (61a). Using the assumptions (62) and (65), the
Einstein equations are given by
Rµν(X)− 4
Nr
h−1r DµDνhr −
4
Ns
h−1s DµDνhs +
2
Nr
∂µ ln hr
[(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂ν ln hr − 4
Ns
∂ν ln hs
]
+
2
Ns
∂µ ln hs
[(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂ν ln hs − 4
Nr
∂ν ln hr
]
− 1
2
qµνh
−4/Nr
r h
−4/Ns
s
(
arh
−1
r △Zhr + ash−1s △Zhs
)
− 1
2
qµν
[
arh
−1
r △Xhr − arqρσ∂ρ ln hr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}
+ ash
−1
s △Xhs − asqρσ∂ρ ln hs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
= 0, (73a)
h−1r ∂µ∂ahr = 0, (73b)
h−1s ∂µ∂ahs = 0, (73c)
Rij(Y1)− 1
2
h4/Nrr γij
[
brh
−1
r △Xhr − brqρσ∂ρ ln hr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}
+ ash
−1
s △Xhs − asqρσ∂ρ ln hs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
− 1
2
γijh
−4/Ns
s
(
brh
−1
r △Zhr + ash−1s △Zhs
)
= 0, (73d)
Rmn(Y2)− 1
2
h4/Nss wmn
[
arh
−1
r △Xhr − arqρσ∂ρ lnhr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}
+ bsh
−1
s △Xhs − bsqρσ∂ρ ln hs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
− 1
2
wmnh
−4/Nr
r
(
arh
−1
r △Zhr + bsh−1s △Zhs
)
= 0, (73e)
Rab(Z)− 1
2
h4/Nrr h
4/Ns
s uab
[
brh
−1
r △Xhr − brqρσ∂ρ ln hr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ lnhr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}
+ bsh
−1
s △Xhs − bsqρσ∂ρ ln hs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
− 1
2
uab
(
brh
−1
r △Zhr + bsh−1s △Zhs
)
= 0, (73f)
where we have used the intersection rule χ = 0, and Dµ denotes the covariant derivative with
respect to the metric qµν , △X is the Laplace operators on X space, and Rµν(X), Rij(Y1),
Rmn(Y2), and Rab(Z) denote the Ricci tensors associated with the metrics qµν(X), γij(Y1),
wmn(Y2) and uab(Z), respectively.
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From Eqs. (73b) and (73c), we find that the warp factors hr and hs must take the form
hr(x, z) = h0(x) + h1(z), hs(x, z) = k0(x) + k1(z). (74)
In terms of this form of hr and hs, the other components of the Einstein Eqs. (73) are
replaced as
Rµν(X)− 4
Nr
h−1r DµDνh0 −
4
Ns
h−1s DµDνk0 +
2
Nr
∂µ ln hr
[(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂ν ln hr − 4
Ns
∂ν ln hs
]
+
2
Ns
∂µ ln hs
[(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂ν ln hs − 4
Nr
∂ν ln hr
]
− 1
2
h−4/Nrr h
−4/Ns
s qµν
(
arh
−1
r △Zh1 + ash−1s △Zk1
)
− 1
2
qµν
[
arh
−1
r △Xh0 − arqρσ∂ρ ln hr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}
+ ash
−1
s △Xk0 − asqρσ∂ρ ln hs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
= 0, (75a)
Rij(Y1)− 1
2
h4/Nrr γij
[
brh
−1
r △Xh0 − brqρσ∂ρ ln hr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}
+ ash
−1
s △Xk0 − asqρσ∂ρ ln hs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
− 1
2
γijh
−4/Ns
s
(
brh
−1
r △Zh1 + ash−1s △Zk1
)
= 0, (75b)
Rmn(Y2)− 1
2
h4/Nss wmn
[
arh
−1
r △Xh0 − arqρσ∂ρ ln hr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}
+ bsh
−1
s △Xk0 − bsqρσ∂ρ lnhs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
− 1
2
wmnh
−4/Nr
r
(
arh
−1
r △Zh1 + bsh−1s △Zk1
)
= 0, (75c)
Rab(Z)− 1
2
h4/Nrr h
4/Ns
s uab
[
brh
−1
r △Xh0 − brqρσ∂ρ lnhr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}
+ bsh
−1
s △Xk0 − bsqρσ∂ρ lnhs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
− 1
2
uab
(
brh
−1
r △Zh1 + bsh−1s △Zk1
)
= 0. (75d)
Finally we have to consider the scalar field equation. Substituting Eqs. (65), (74) and the
intersection rule χ = 0 into Eq. (61b), we find
ǫrcr
Nr
h4/Nrr h
4/Ns
s
[
h−1r △Xh0 − qρσ∂ρ ln hr
{(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
}]
+
ǫscs
Ns
h4/Nrr h
4/Ns
s
[
h−1s △Xk0 − qρσ∂ρ ln hs
{(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
}]
+
ǫrcr
Nr
h−1r △Zh1 +
ǫscs
Ns
h−1s △Zk1 = 0. (76)
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Then, the warp factors hr and hs should obey the equations
△Xh0 − qρσ∂ρh0
[(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂σ ln hr − 4
Ns
∂σ ln hs
]
= 0, △Zh1 = 0, (77a)
△Xk0 − qρσ∂ρk0
[(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂σ ln hs − 4
Nr
∂σ ln hr
]
= 0, △Zk1 = 0. (77b)
Combining these, we find that these field equations reduce to
Rµν(X) = 0, Rij(Y1) = 0, Rmn(Y2) = 0, Rab(Z) = 0, (78a)
hr = h0(x) + h1(z), hs = k0(x) + k1(z), (78b)
DµDνh0 = 0, ∂µh0
[(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂ν ln hr − 4
Ns
∂ν ln hs
]
= 0, △Zh1 = 0, (78c)
DµDνk0 = 0, ∂µk0
[(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂ν ln hs − 4
Nr
∂ν ln hr
]
= 0, △Zk1 = 0. (78d)
Upon setting F(pr+2) = 0 and F(ps+2) = 0, the functions h1 and k1 become trivial, and the
D-dimensional spacetime is no longer warped [7, 20].
1. The case of 1Nr +
1
Ns
= 14
To see the solutions more explicitly, let us consider the case
qµν = ηµν , γij = δij , wmn = δmn , uab = δab ,
1
Nr
+
1
Ns
=
1
4
, hr = hs, (79)
where ηµν is the (p + 1)-dimensional Minkowski metric and δij , δmn, δab are the (ps − p)-,
(pr−p)- and (D+p−pr−ps−1)-dimensional Euclidean metrics, respectively. This physically
means that both branes have the same total amount of charge. The solution for hr and hs
can be written explicitly by
hr(x, z) = Aµx
µ +B +
∑
ℓ
Mℓ
|z − zℓ|D+p−pr−ps−3 , (80a)
hs(x, z) = hr(x, z), (80b)
where Aµ, B, C, Mℓ and Mc denote constant parameters, and zℓ and zc are constant vectors
representing the positions of the branes. Since the functions coincide, the locations of the
brane will also coincide.
Let us consider the intersection rule in the D-dimensional theory. For pr = ps and
Nr = Ns = 8, the intersection rule χ = 0 leads to
p = pr − 4. (81)
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Then, we get the intersection involving two pr-brane
pr ∩ pr = pr − 4. (82)
Equation (82) tells us that the numbers of intersection for pr < 4 are negative, which means
that there is no intersecting solution of these brane systems. Since p is positive or zero, the
number of the total dimension must be D ≥ 10.
2. The case of 1Nr +
1
Ns
6= 14
For the case 1
Nr
+ 1
Ns
6= 1
4
, the field equations can be satisfied only if there is only
one function hI(I = r or s) depending on both z
a and xµ, and other functions are either
dependent on za or constant.
In the case of 1
Nr
+ 1
Ns
6= 1
4
, if ∂µk0 = 0, from Eq. (77) we obtain (1− 4Nr )×qρσ∂ρh0∂σh0 = 0
with △Xh0 = 0. Thus, in this case it is clear that there is no solution for h0(x) such as
∂µh0 6= 0 unless Nr = 4. Then we set
qµν = ηµν , γij = δij , wmn = δmn , uab = δab , Nr = 4 , (83)
where ηµν is the (p + 1)-dimensional Minkowski metric and δij , δmn, δab are the (ps − p)-,
(pr−p)- and (D+p−pr−ps−1)-dimensional Euclidean metrics, respectively. For ∂µhs = 0,
the solution for hr and hs can be obtained explicitly as
hr(x, z) = Aµx
µ +B +
∑
ℓ
Mℓ
|z − zℓ|D+p−pr−ps−3 , (84a)
hs(z) = C +
∑
c
Mc
|z − zc|D+p−pr−ps−3 , (84b)
where Aµ, B, C, Mℓ and Mc are constant parameters, and zℓ and zc denote constant vectors
representing the positions of the branes. Thus, in our time-dependent generalization of
intersecting brane solutions, only D-, NS-branes as well as M-branes can be time dependent
in the D = 11 and D = 10 supergravities.
Note that the conditions on the intersection χ = 0 (see Eq. (68)) have now potentially
more solutions, since p can now take also the value p = −1 (thus defining an intersection on
a point in Euclidean space). There is also a single brane solution which only exists in the
Euclidean formulation is the (-1)-brane, or D-instanton for ∂µk0 = 0. The intersections for
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the (-1)-brane (D-instantons) in NI = 4 are given by [8, 44, 46]
D(−1) ∩Dp = 1
2
(p− 5) , (85a)
D(−1) ∩ F1 = 0. (85b)
We then consider the NSS model among the theories of D = 6. The couplings of the 3-
form (pr = 1) and the 2-form (ps = 0) field strengths to the dilaton are given by ǫrcr = −
√
2,
ǫscs = − 1√2 , respectively. From Eq. (60a), this case is realized by choosing Nr = 4 and
Ns = 2. However, the number of the intersections dimensions is −1, according to the
intersection rule χ = 0. Though meaningless in ordinary spacetime, these configurations are
relevant in the Euclidean space, for instance representing instantons.
Similarly, for the N = 4g class of the six-dimensional Romans theory [21], following the
classification in Ref. [22], the coupling of the 3-form and of the 2-form field strengths to the
dilaton are given by ǫrcr = −
√
2, ǫscs = 1/
√
2, respectively. The number of the intersecting
dimensions is zero from the intersection rule. On the other hand, for the N = 4˜g class, the
number of the intersecting dimension becomes −1 as for the NSS model and therefore the
solution is classically meaningless.
C. Case (II)
Let us next consider the case (II). The D-dimensional metric ansatz (62) reduces to
ds2 = harr (x, y)h
as
s (x, z)qµν(X)dx
µdxν + hbrr (x, y)h
as
s (x, z)γij(Y1)dy
idyj
+harr (x, y)h
bs
s (x, z)wmn(Y2)dv
mdvn + hbrr (x, y)h
bs
s (x, z)uab(Z)dz
adzb. (86)
The scalar field φ and the gauge field strengths are also assumed to be
eφ = h2ǫrcr/Nrr h
2ǫscs/Ns
s , (87a)
F(pr+2) =
2√
Nr
d
[
h−1r (x, y)
] ∧ Ω(X) ∧ Ω(Y2), (87b)
F(ps+2) =
2√
Ns
d
[
h−1s (x, z)
] ∧ Ω(X) ∧ Ω(Y1), (87c)
where Ω(X), Ω(Y1), and Ω(Y2) are given by (66). Under the same procedure as in Sec. III B,
we can find the intersection rule χ = 0 from the field equations. Setting χ = 0, it is easy to
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show that the field equations lead to
Rµν(X) = 0, Rij(Y1) = 0, Rmn(Y2) = 0, Rab(Z) = 0, (88a)
hr = h0(x) + h1(y), hs = k0(x) + k1(z), (88b)
DµDνh0 = 0, ∂µh0
[(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂ν ln hr − 4
Ns
∂ν ln hs
]
= 0, △Y1h1 = 0, (88c)
DµDνk0 = 0, ∂µk0
[(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂ν ln hs − 4
Nr
∂ν ln hr
]
= 0, △Zk1 = 0 , (88d)
where △Y1 is the Laplace operators on the space of Y1. If we set F(pr+2) 6= 0 and F(ps+2) 6= 0,
the functions h1 and k1 are nontrivial. There is no dynamical solution for
1
Nr
+ 1
Ns
= 1
4
because
we can not take both functions to be equal.
In the case of 1
Nr
+ 1
Ns
6= 1
4
, as in the case (I), if ∂µk0 = 0 there is no solution for h0(x)
such as ∂µh0 6= 0 unless Nr = 4. We discuss the following case in more detail:
qµν = ηµν , γij = δij , wmn = δmn , uab = δab , Nr = 4 , (89)
where ηµν denotes the (p+1)-dimensional Minkowski metric and δij , δmn, δab are the (ps−p)-,
(pr−p)-, and (D+p−pr−ps−1)-dimensional Euclidean metrics, respectively. For ∂µhs = 0,
the functions hr and hs can be expressed explicitly as
hr(x, y) = Aµx
µ +B +
∑
ℓ
Mℓ
|y − yℓ|ps−p−2 , (90a)
hs(z) = C +
∑
c
Mc
|z − zc|D+p−pr−ps−3 , (90b)
where Aµ, B, C, yℓ, zc,Mℓ andMc denote constant parameters. Thus, in our time-dependent
generalization of intersecting brane solutions, only D-, NS-branes as well as M-branes can
be time dependent in the D = 11 and D = 10 supergravities.
D. Case (III)
Finally, we discuss the case (III). From the D-dimensional metric ansatz (62), we find
ds2 = harr (x, y)h
as
s (x, v)qµν(X)dx
µdxν + hbrr (x, y)h
as
s (x, v)γij(Y1)dy
idyj
+harr (x, y)h
bs
s (x, v)wmn(Y2)dv
mdvn + hbrr (x, y)h
bs
s (x, v)uab(Z)dz
adzb. (91)
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We also take the following ansatz for the scalar field φ and the gauge field strengths:
eφ = h2ǫrcr/Nrr h
2ǫscs/Ns
s , (92a)
F(pr+2) =
2√
Nr
h4/Nss d
[
h−1r (x, y)
] ∧ Ω(X) ∧ Ω(Y2), (92b)
F(ps+2) =
2√
Ns
h4/Nrr d
[
h−1s (x, v)
] ∧ Ω(X) ∧ Ω(Y1), (92c)
where Ω(X), Ω(Y1), and Ω(Y2) are the volume (p + 1)-, (ps − p)-, and (pr − p)-forms,
respectively.
If we use the ansatz of metric and fields, the field equations give the intersection rule
χ = −2 [8, 48]. This is different from the usual rule which is obtained in the cases (I) and
(II). From the intersection rule χ = −2, it is easy to show that the field equations lead
Rµν(X) = 0, Rij(Y1) = 0, Rmn(Y2) = 0, Rab(Z) = 0, (93a)
hr = h0(x) + h1(y), hs = k0(x) + k1(v), (93b)
DµDνh0 = 0, ∂µh0
[(
1− 4
Nr
)
∂ν ln hr − 4
Ns
∂ν ln hs
]
= 0, △Y1h1 = 0, (93c)
DµDνk0 = 0, ∂µk0
[(
1− 4
Ns
)
∂ν ln hs − 4
Nr
∂ν ln hr
]
= 0, △Y2k1 = 0 , (93d)
where △Y1 and △Y2 are the Laplace operators on the spaces of Y1 and Y2, respectively.
The functions h1 and k1 are nontrivial if F(pr+2) 6= 0 and F(ps+2) 6= 0. There is no dynamical
solution for 1
Nr
+ 1
Ns
= 1
4
because of hr 6= hs.
In the case of 1
Nr
+ 1
Ns
6= 1
4
, as in the cases (I) and (II), if ∂µk0 = 0 there is no solution for
h0(x) such as ∂µh0 6= 0 unless Nr = 4. Now we focus on a special case with the conditions,
qµν = ηµν , γij = δij , wmn = δmn , uab = δab , Nr = 4 , (94)
where ηµν is the (p+1)-dimensional Minkowski metric and δij, δmn, δab denote the (ps−p)-,
(pr−p)-, and (D+p−pr−ps−1)-dimensional Euclidean metrics, respectively. Upon setting
∂µhs = 0, the solution for hr and hs can be written explicitly as
hr(x, y) = Aµx
µ +B +
∑
ℓ
Mℓ
|y − yℓ|ps−p−2 , (95a)
hs(v) = C +
∑
c
Mc
|v − vc|pr−p−2 , (95b)
where Aµ, B, C, yℓ, vc,Mℓ andMc denote constant parameters. Thus, in our time-dependent
generalization of intersecting brane solutions, only D-, NS-branes as well as M-branes can
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be time dependent in D = 11 and D = 10 supergravities. There is also a single brane
solution which only exists in the Euclidean formulation is the (-1)-brane, or D-instanton.
The intersections for the RR-charged D-instantons are thus expressed as
D(−1) ∩Dp = 1
2
(p− 9). (96)
For D = 6, we can construct the dynamical intersecting brane solutions in the NSS
and the Romans theories with a vanishing cosmological constant. However, the number of
intersections involving the 1-brane and 0-brane are p = −3 for the NSS theory and p = −2
for the N = 4g class of the Romans theory, respectively. Therefore, both of them are
classically meaningless.
E. Cosmology
Let us consider the dynamical solutions for the pr- and ps-brane system which ap-
pears in the D-dimensional theory. In this section, we apply the above solutions to the
four-dimensional cosmology. We assume an isotropic and homogeneous three-space in the
four-dimensional spacetime. We also assume that the (p + 1)-dimensional spacetime is the
Minkowski spacetime with qµν(X) = ηµν(X), and does not depend on the coordinates of X
space except for the time.
The D-dimensional metric (64) can be written as
ds2 = −hdt2 + ds2(X˜) + ds2(Y1) + ds2(Y2) + ds2(Z), (97)
where the metrics ds2(X˜), ds2(Y1), ds
2(Y2), ds
2(Z) are given by
ds2(X˜) ≡ hδPQ(X˜)dθPdθQ, (98a)
ds2(Y1) ≡ hbrr hass γij(Y1)dyidyj, (98b)
ds2(Y2) ≡ harr hbss wmn(Y2)dvmdvn, (98c)
ds2(Z) ≡ hbrr hbss uab(Z)dzadzb, (98d)
h ≡ harr hass . (98e)
Here, θP is the coordinate of the p-dimensional Euclid space X˜, and δPQ(X˜) is the p-
dimensional Euclidean metric.
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We focus on the case hr = hs and
1
Nr
+ 1
Ns
= 1
4
and set hr = At+h1. The D-dimensional
metric (97) can be expressed as
ds2 =
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−2/(ar+as+2)
h1
]ar+as [
−dτ 2 +
(
τ
τ0
)2(ar+as)/(ar+as+2)
δPQ(X˜)dθ
PdθQ
+
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−2/(ar+as+2)
h1
}4/Nr (
τ
τ0
)2(ar+as+4/Nr)/(ar+as+2)
γij(Y1)dy
idyj
+
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−2/(ar+as+2)
h1
}1−4/Nr (
τ
τ0
)2(ar+as+1−4/Nr)/(ar+as+2)
wmn(Y2)dv
mdvn
+
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−2/(ar+as+2)
h1
}(
τ
τ0
)2(ar+as+1)/(ar+as+2)
uab(Z)dz
adzb
]
, (99)
where the cosmic time τ is defined as
τ
τ0
= (At)(ar+as+2)/2 , τ0 =
2
(ar + as + 2)A
. (100)
The D-dimensional metric (99) implies that the power of the scale factor in the fastest
expanding case is
ar + as + 1
ar + as + 2
=
pr + 1
D + pr − 1 < 1, for D > 2, (101)
for pr = ps and Nr = Ns = 8. Then, it is impossible to find the cosmological model that our
Universe exhibits an accelerating expansion.
Now let us consider the lower-dimensional effective theory. We compactify d(≡ d1 +
d2 + d3 + d4) dimensions to fit our Universe, where d1, d2, d3 and d4 are the compactified
dimensions with respect to the X˜, Y1, Y2 and Z spaces. The metric (97) is then given by
ds2 = ds2(M) + ds2(N), (102)
where ds2(M) is the (D− d)-dimensional metric and ds2(N) denotes the metric of compact-
ified dimensions.
In order to rewrite the (D − d)-dimensional metric in the Einstein frame, we use the
conformal transformation:
ds2(M) = hBr ds
2(M¯) . (103)
where B is defined by
B = −(ar + as)d+ d3 + d4 +
4(d2−d3)
Nr
D − d− 2 . (104)
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Then the (D − d)-dimensional metric in the Einstein frame is given by
ds2(M¯) = hB
′
r
[
−dτ 2 + δP ′Q′(X˜′)dθP ′dθQ′ + h4/Nrr γk′l′(Y1′)dyk
′
dyl
′
+h1−4/Nrr wm′n′(Y2
′)dvm
′
dvn
′
+ hrua′b′(Z
′)dza
′
dzb
′
]
, (105)
where B′ is defined by B′ = −B + ar + as, and X˜′, Y1′, Y2′ and Z′ are the (p − d1)-,
(ps− p− d2)-, (pr− p− d3)-, and (D+ p− pr− ps− 1− d4)-dimensional spaces, respectively.
Upon setting hr = At+ h1, the metric (105) is replaced as
ds2(M¯) =
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−2/(B′+2)
h1
]B′ [
−dτ 2 +
(
τ
τ0
)2B′/(B′+2)
δP ′Q′(X˜
′)dθP
′
dθQ
′
+
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−2/(B′+2)
h1
}4/Nr (
τ
τ0
)2(B′+4/Nr)/(B′+2)
γk′l′(Y1
′)dyk
′
dyl
′
+
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−2/(B′+2)
h1
}1−4/Nr (
τ
τ0
)2(B′+1−4/Nr)/(B′+2)
wm′n′(Y2
′)dvm
′
dvn
′
+
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)−2/(B′+2)
h1
}(
τ
τ0
)2(B′+1)/(B′+2)
ua′b′(Z
′)dza
′
dzb
′
]
, (106)
where the cosmic time τ can be expressed as
τ
τ0
= (At)(B
′+2)/2 , τ0 =
2
(B′ + 2)A
. (107)
For the Einstein frame, the power of the scale factor in the fastest expanding case is also
given by
B′ + 1
B′ + 2
< 1, for D > d+ 2, d > 0. (108)
Therefore, we cannot find the solution which exhibits an accelerating expansion of our
Universe.
The Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmological solutions with an
isotropic and homogeneous three-space for the solutions (106) are listed in Table I for the
intersection of 0-brane and 1-brane system in the six-dimensional Romans theory. The
power exponents of the scale factor of possible four-dimensional cosmological models can be
expressed as a(M˜) ∝ τλ(M˜), where M˜ denotes the spatial part of the spacetime M, τ denotes
the cosmic time, and a(M˜) and aE(M˜) are the scale factors of the space M˜ in Jordan and
Einstein frames with the exponents carrying the same suffices, respectively.
The obtained expansion law is simple because the time dependence in the metric comes
from only one brane in the intersections. Thus one may have to compactify the vacuum
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bulk space as well as the brane world volume to find an expanding universe. However, we
find that the fastest expanding case in the Jordan frame has the power λ(M˜) < 1/2. Hence,
the solutions cannot give a realistic expansion law like that in the matter-dominated era
(a ∝ τ 2/3) or that in the radiation-dominated era (a ∝ τ 1/2).
When we derive the four-dimensional effective theory in the Einstein frame after com-
pactifying the extra dimensions, the power exponents are different depending on how we
compactify the extra dimensions even within one solution. For the intersection of 0-brane
and 1-brane in the six-dimensional Romans theory, we find the power exponent of the fastest
expansion of our four-dimensional Universe in the Einstein frame in Table II. Unfortunately,
the expansion is too small again. Therefore, in order to find a realistic expansion of the
Universe in this type of models, one has to include additional “matter” fields on the brane.
IV. THE INTERSECTION OF n BRANES IN D-DIMENSIONAL THEORY
A. Theory
Let us consider a gravitational theory with the metric gMN , scalar field φ, and antisym-
metric tensor fields of rank (pI + 2), where I denotes the type of the corresponding branes.
If the expectation values of fermionic fields are assumed to be zero, the most general action
for the intersecting-brane system is given by
S =
1
2κ2
∫ [
R ∗ 1D − 1
2
∗ dφ ∧ dφ−
∑
I
1
2(pI + 2)!
eǫIcIφ ∗ F(pI+2) ∧ F(pI+2)
]
, (109)
where κ2 is the D-dimensional gravitational constant, ∗ denotes the Hodge dual operator in
the D-dimensional spacetime, cI , ǫI are constants given by
c2I = NI −
2(pI + 1)(D − pI − 3)
D − 2 , (110)
ǫI =

 + for the electric brane− for the magnetic brane. (111)
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The D-dimensional action (109) gives field equations
RMN =
1
2
∂Mφ∂Nφ+
1
2
∑
I
1
(pI + 2)!
eǫIcIφ
×
[
(pI + 2)FMA2···ApI+2FN
A2···ApI+2 − pI + 1
D − 2gMNF
2
(pI+2)
]
, (112a)
d ∗ dφ = 1
2
∑
I
ǫIcI
(pI + 2)!
eǫIcIφ ∗ F(pI+2) ∧ F(pI+2), (112b)
d
[
eǫIcIφ ∗ F(pI+2)
]
= 0. (112c)
B. Solutions
We suppose the following ansatz of the D-dimensional metric
ds2 = −A(t, z)dt2 +
p∑
α=1
B(α)(t, z)(dxα)2 + C(t, z)uij(Z)dzidzj , (113)
where uij(Z) denotes the metric of the (D − p− 1)-dimensional Z space depending only on
the (D − p− 1)-dimensional coordinates zi. The functions A, B(α) and C are given by
A =
∏
I
[hI(t, z)]
aI , B(α) =
∏
I
[hI(t, z)]
δ
(α)
I , C =
∏
I
[hI(t, z)]
bI , (114)
where hI(t, z), which depends on t and z
i, denotes a straightforward generalization of the
harmonic function associated with the brane I in a static brane system [44] and the param-
eters aI , bI and δ
(α)
I are defined by
aI = −4(D − pI − 3)
NI(D − 2) , bI =
4(pI + 1)
NI(D − 2) , δ
(α)
I =

 aI for α ∈ IbI for α ∈/I . (115)
The scalar field φ and the gauge field strength F(p+2) are assumed to be
eφ =
∏
I
h
2ǫIcI/NI
I , F(pI+2) =
2√
NI
d(h−1I ) ∧ Ω(XI), (116)
where XI is the space associated with the brane I, and Ω(XI) = dt∧ dxp1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxpI is the
volume (pI + 1)-form.
If we set [44]
A(D−p−3)
p∏
α=1
B(α) C = 1 , A−1
∏
α∈I
(B(α))−1 eǫIcIφ = h2I , (117)
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the Einstein equations Eq. (112a) then give∑
I,I′
(
2
NI
δII′ −MII′
)
∂t ln hI∂t ln hI′
+
1
2
∑
I
bI
[(
1− 4
NI
)
∂t ln hI −
∑
I′ 6=I
4
NI′
∂t lnhI′
]
∂t ln hI
− 1
2
∑
I
(
4
NI
+ bI
)
h−1I ∂
2
t hI +
1
2
∏
I′
h
−4/NI′
I′
∑
I
aIh
−1
I △ZhI = 0, (118a)
∑
I
2
NI
h−1I ∂t∂ihI +
∑
I,I′
(
MII′ − 2
NI
δII′
)
∂t ln hI∂i ln hI′ = 0, (118b)
∏
J ′
h
−aJ′
J ′
∑
γ
∏
J
h
δ
(γ)
J
J
∑
I
δ
(γ)
I
[
h−1I ∂
2
t hI −
{(
1− 4
NI
)
∂t ln hI
−
∑
I′ 6=I
4
NI′
∂t ln hI′
}
∂t ln hI
]
−
∏
J ′
h
−bJ′
J ′
∑
γ
∏
J
h
δ
(γ)
J
J
∑
I
δ
(γ)
I h
−1
I △ZhI = 0, (118c)
Rij(Z) +
1
2
uij
∏
J
h
4/NJ
J
∑
I
bI
[
h−1I ∂
2
t hI −
{(
1− 4
NI
)
∂t ln hI −
∑
I′ 6=I
4
NI′
∂t ln hI′
}
∂t ln hI
]
− 1
2
uij
∑
I
bIh
−1
I △ZhI −
∑
I,I′
(
MII′ − 2
NI
δII′
)
∂i ln hI∂j ln hI′ = 0, (118d)
where Rij(Z) is the Ricci tensor constructed from the metric uij, and MII′ is defined by
MII′ ≡ 1
4
[
aIaI′ +
∑
α
δ
(α)
I δ
(α)
I′ + (D − p− 3)bIbI′
]
+
2
NINI′
ǫIǫI′cIcI′ . (119)
For Eq. (118b), we can rewrite this as∑
I,I′
[
MII′ +
2
NI
δII′
∂t∂i ln hI
∂t ln hI∂i ln hI
]
∂t ln hI∂i ln hI′ = 0. (120)
The second term in the square bracket of (120) must be constant to satisfy this equation for
arbitrary coordinate values and independent functions hI . Then we find
∂t∂i ln hI
∂t ln hI∂i ln hI
= kI . (121)
Hence, Eq. (120) leads to
MII′ +
2
NI
kIδII′ = 0. (122)
In terms of Eqs. (110), (115) and (119), we find
MII =
1
4
[
(pI + 1)a
2
I + (p− pI)b2I + (D − p− 3)b2I
]
+
2
N2I
c2I
=
2
NI
. (123)
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From the Eq. (123), the constant kI in Eq. (122) obeys kI = −1, namely
MII′ =
2
NI′
δII′. (124)
Then Eq. (121) gives
∂t∂i[hI(t, z)] = 0 . (125)
As a result, the function hI have to be separable as
hI(t, z) = KI(t) +HI(z) . (126)
If we set I 6= I ′, Eq. (124) gives the intersection rule on the dimension p¯ of the intersection
for each pair of branes I and I ′ (p¯ ≤ pI , pI′) [44, 46, 48, 49]:
p¯ =
(pI + 1)(pI′ + 1)
D − 2 − 1−
1
2
ǫIcIǫI′cI′. (127)
Let us next consider the gauge field. Using the ansatz Eq. (116) for electric background,
we find
h−1I (2∂i ln hI∂j ln hI + h
−1
I ∂i∂jhI)dz
i ∧ dzj ∧ Ω(XI) = 0. (128)
Then, the Bianchi identity is automatically satisfied. The equation of motion for the gauge
field also becomes
d
[
∂iHI
(∗Zdzi) ∧ ∗XΩ(XI)] = 0, (129)
where ∗X, ∗Z are the Hodge dual operator on X(≡ ∪IXI) and Z, respectively, and we have
used Eq. (117). Thus, we again obtain the condition Eq. (126) and
△ZHI = 0 , (130)
where we used Eq. (126). Although the roles of the Bianchi identity and field equations are
interchanged for magnetic ansatz [44, 46], the net result is the same.
Finally we consider the scalar field equation. Substituting the scalar field and the gauge
field in Eq. (116), and the function Eq. (126) into the scalar field equation Eq. (112b), we
obtain
−
∏
I′′
h
−aI′′
I′′
∑
I
1
NI
ǫIcI
[
h−1I ∂
2
tKI −
{(
1− 4
NI
)
∂t lnhI −
∑
I′ 6=I
4
NI′
∂t ln hI′
}
∂t ln hI
]
+
∏
I′′
h
−bI′′
I′′
∑
I
1
NI
h−1I ǫIcI△ZHI = 0. (131)
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The equation (131) is satisfied if
∂2tKI = 0, (132a)
△ZHI = 0, (132b)∑
I
1
NI
ǫIcI
[(
1− 4
NI
)
∂t ln hI −
∑
I′ 6=I
4
NI′
∂t ln hI′
]
= 0. (132c)
Equation (132a) gives KI = AIt+BI , where AI and BI are integration constants.
(A): Let us first consider the case that we take all functions to be equal:
hI(t, z) = h(t, z) ≡ K(t) +H(z), NI = NI′ = N. (133)
We can find the solutions if the function h and N satisfy
K(t) = A t+B, N = 4ℓ, (134)
where ℓ denotes the number of the functions hI . Then the remaining Einstein equa-
tions Eq. (118) are
Rij(Z) = 0. (135)
Now we assume
uij = δij , (136)
where δij is the (D − p − 1)-dimensional Euclidean metric. In this case, the solution for h
can be obtained explicitly as
h(t, z) = At +B +
∑
k
Qk
|z − zk|D−p−3 , (137)
where Qk’s are constant parameters and zk represents the positions of the branes in Z space,
zK is constant vector representing the positions of the branes. Since the functions coincide,
the locations of the brane will also coincide. This physically means that all branes have the
same total amount of charge at same position.
Let us consider the intersection rule in the D-dimensional theory. If we choose pI = p˜ for
all pI , the intersection rule Eq. (127) leads to
p¯ = p˜− 2ℓ. (138)
Then, we get the intersection involving two p˜-brane
p˜ ∩ p˜ = p˜− 2ℓ. (139)
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Equation (139) tells us that the number of intersection for p˜ < 2ℓ is negative, which means
that there is no intersecting solution of these brane systems.
If we set K = 0 (A = B = 0), the metric describes the known static and extremal
multi-black hole solution with black hole charges Qk [44–46].
(B): Next, we consider the case that there is only one function hI depending on both z
i
and t, which we denote with the subscript I˜, and other functions are either dependent on zi
or constant. We also assume NI˜ = 4. Then, we have
KI˜(t) = A t+BI˜ , NI˜ = 4, (140a)
KI = BI , (I 6= II˜). (140b)
If we assume uij = δij, the solution for HI can be obtained explicitly as
HI(z) = 1 +
∑
k
QI,k
|z − zk|D−p−3 , (141)
where QI,k’s are constant parameters and zk represents the positions of the branes in Z
space. We can find the solution (140) for any NI . If we choose NI = 4, the solutions have
already discussed in [6].
C. Cosmology
Let us consider the dynamical solutions for the pI-brane system which appears in the
D-dimensional theory. In this section, we apply the above solutions to the four-dimensional
cosmology. We assume that the four-dimensional spacetime is an isotropic and homogeneous
three-space, and either the world volume space or the transverse space can be (a part of)
our four-dimensional Universe.
In this section, we focus on the (D − p − 1)-dimensional Euclidean space with uij(Z) =
δij(Z), and consider the case that all functions hI are equal to h and all parameter of NI
has the same value NI = N = 4ℓ, where ℓ is the number of pI-brane. In this case, the
D-dimensional metric (113) can be expressed as
ds2 = −hadt2 +
∑
α
hδ
(α)
(dxα)2 + hbδij(Z)dz
idzj , (142)
where h is defined by (133) and the parameters a, b, δ(α) are given by
a = −
∑
I
D − pI − 3
ℓ(D − 2) , b =
∑
I
pI + 1
ℓ(D − 2) , δ
(α) =
∑
I
δ
(α)
I . (143)
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For K = At, the metric (142) is thus rewritten as
ds2 = −
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
a+2
H
]a
dτ 2 +
∑
α
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
a+2
H
]δ(α) (
τ
τ0
) 2δ(α)
a+2
(dxα)2
+
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
a+2
H
]b(
τ
τ0
) 2b
a+2
δij(Z)dz
idzj , (144)
where we have introduced the cosmic time τ defined by
τ
τ0
= (At)(a+2)/2 , τ0 =
2
(a+ 2)A
. (145)
Here, the H is defined by
H(z) = 1 +
∑
k
Qk
|z − zk|D−p−3 , (146)
where Qk’s are constant parameters and zk represents the positions of the branes in Z space.
The D-dimensional metric (144) implies that the power of the scale factor in the fastest
expanding case is
b
a + 2
=
b
b+ 1
< 1, for D > 2. (147)
Then, it is impossible to find the cosmological model that our Universe exhibits an acceler-
ating expansion.
We compactify d(≡∑α dα+ dz) dimensions to fit our Universe, where dα and dz denotes
the compactified dimensions with respect to the relative transverse space, Z spaces. The
metric (113) is then expressed as
ds2 = ds2(M) + ds2(N), (148)
where ds2(M) is the metric of (D − d)-dimensional spacetime and ds2(N) is the metric of
compactified dimensions.
In terms of the conformal transformation
ds2(M) = hBds2(M¯), (149)
the (D− d)-dimensional metric can be written in the Einstein frame, where B is defined by
B = −
∑
α dαδ
(α) + dzb
D − d− 2 . (150)
Hence, the (D − d)-dimensional metric in the Einstein frame is
ds2(M¯) = h−B
[
−hadt2 +
∑
α′
hδ
(α′)
(
dxα
′
)2
+ hbδi′j′(Z
′)dzi
′
dzj
′
]
, (151)
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where xα
′
is the coordinate of (p− dα)-dimensional relative transverse space, and Z′ denote
(D − p− 1− dz)-dimensional spaces, respectively.
If we set K = At, the metric (151) is thus rewritten as
ds2(M¯) = −
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
B′+2
H
]B′
dτ 2
+
∑
α′
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
B′+2
H
]−B+δ(α′) (
τ
τ0
) 2(−B+δ(α′))
B′+2 (
dxα
′
)2
+
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
B′+2
H
]B′+1(
τ
τ0
) 2(B′+1)
B′+2
δi′j′(Z
′)dzi
′
dzj
′
, (152)
where B′ is defined by B′ = −B + a, and the cosmic time τ is defined by
τ
τ0
= (At)(B
′+2)/2 , τ0 =
2
(B′ + 2)A
. (153)
For the Einstein frame, the power of the scale factor in the fastest expanding case is also
given by
B′ + 1
B′ + 2
< 1, for D > d+ 2, d > 0. (154)
Then, we cannot find the solution which exhibits an accelerating expansion of our Universe.
Next we consider the case that there is only one function hI depending on both z
i and
t, which we denote with the subscript I˜, and other functions are either dependent on zi or
constant. We also assume NI˜ = 4. Then we have
ds2 = −
∏
I 6=I˜
haII
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
a
I˜
+2
HI˜
]a
I˜
dτ 2
+
∑
α
∏
I 6=I˜
h
δ
(α)
I
I
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
a
I˜
+2
HI˜
]δ(α)
I˜
(
τ
τ0
) 2δ(α)I˜
a
I˜
+2
(dxα)2
+
∏
I 6=I˜
hbII
[
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
a
I˜
+2
HI˜
]b
I˜ (
τ
τ0
) 2bI˜
a
I˜
+2
δij(Z)dz
idzj , (155)
where the function HI˜ is defined by (141), and we have introduced the cosmic time τ defined
as
τ
τ0
= (At)(aI˜+2)/2 , τ0 =
2
(aI˜ + 2)A
. (156)
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The D-dimensional metric (155) implies that the power of the scale factor in the fastest
expanding case is
bI˜
aI˜ + 2
=
pI˜ + 1
D + pI˜ − 1
< 1, for D > 2. (157)
Then, it is impossible to find the cosmological model that our Universe exhibits an acceler-
ating expansion.
We compactify d(≡∑α dα+ dz) dimensions to fit our Universe, where dα and dz denotes
the compactified dimensions with respect to the relative transverse space, Z spaces. The
metric (113) is then written by (148). By the conformal transformation
ds2(M) = h
B
I˜
I˜
∏
I 6=I˜
hCII ds
2(M¯), (158)
the (D − d)-dimensional metric can be written in the Einstein frame, where BI˜ and CI are
given by
BI˜ = −
∑
α dαδI˜
(α) + dzbI˜
D − d− 2 , CI = −
∑
α dαδ
(α)
I + dzbI
D − d− 2 . (159)
Then, the (D − d)-dimensional metric in the Einstein frame is rewritten by
ds2(M¯) = h
−B
I˜
I˜
∏
J 6=I˜
hJ
−CJ

−haI˜ ∏
I 6=I˜
haII dt
2 +
∑
α′
h
δ
(α′)
I˜
I˜
∏
I 6=I˜
h
δ
(α′)
I
I
(
dxα
′
)2
+h
b
I˜
I˜
∏
I 6=I˜
hbII δi′j′(Z
′)dzi
′
dzj
′

 , (160)
where xα
′
is the coordinate of (p− dα)-dimensional relative transverse space, and Z′ denote
(D − p − 1 − dz)-dimensional spaces, respectively. For KI˜ = At, the (D − d)-dimensional
metric in the Einstein frame is thus written as
ds2(M¯) =
∏
I 6=I˜
h−CII

−∏
I 6=I˜
haII
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
B′
I˜
+2
HI˜
}B′
I˜
dτ 2
+
∑
α′
∏
I 6=I˜
h
δ
(α′)
I
I
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
B′
I˜
+2
HI˜
}−B
I˜
+δ
(α′)
I˜
(
τ
τ0
) 2(−BI˜+δ(α′)I˜ )
B′
I˜
+2 (
dxα
′
)2
+
∏
I 6=I˜
hbII
{
1 +
(
τ
τ0
)− 2
B′
I˜
+2
HI˜
}B′ I˜+1(
τ
τ0
) 2(B′ I˜+1)
B′
I˜
+2
δi′j′(Z
′)dzi
′
dzj
′

 , (161)
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where B′I˜ is defined by B
′
I˜ = −BI˜ + aI˜ , and the cosmic time τ is defined by
τ
τ0
= (At)(B
′
I˜
+2)/2 , τ0 =
2
(B′I˜ + 2)A
. (162)
For the Einstein frame, the power of the scale factor in the fastest expanding case is also
given by
B′I˜ + 1
B′I˜ + 2
< 1, for D > d+ 2, d > 0. (163)
Hence, we cannot find the solution which exhibits an accelerating expansion of our Universe.
V. DISCUSSIONS
In the first part of the paper, we have seen that dynamical solutions of p-brane have
several remarkable properties. If the scalar and gauge fields are related to the functions hI
like (7), then by counting solutions of the Einstein equations, one would construct only the
cosmological model of decelerating expansion of our Universe. We recall that the cosmolog-
ical constant leads to the accelerating expansion which was described somewhat abstractly
in Sec. II.
It appears that the exact forms of the field strengths are given by the ansatz (7b), which
depends on the dilaton coupling parameter N . The N = 4 case is apparently related to the
classical solutions of string theory. We observed that the dynamical solutions with N 6= 4
certainly have many attractive properties. Firstly, these solutions were obtained by replacing
the time-independent warp factor of the static solution with the time-dependent function.
The warp factor for N 6= 4 is the same form as that for N = 4. Secondly, we could not obtain
any analytic solution of a single p-brane with time dependence of the warp factor, if there
is no cosmological constant because of the ansatz of the gauge field. Since the field strength
has the component along the time coordinate, the time derivative of the warp factor is not
permissible in the field strength. Hence, in the Einstein equations, the term of the time
derivative of the warp factor arises only from the Ricci tensor, and cannot be compensated
by the scalar and gauge fields, except for N = 4.
In the case of N 6= 4 with a flat transverse space to the brane and a positive cosmological
constant Λ > 0, the Einstein equations give an asymptotically de Sitter solution for a single
2-form field strength. To find the solutions to the Einstein equations in this way, we need a
D-dimensional theory with vanishing dilaton in which the cosmological constant is related
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to a field strength. This is a generalization of Kastor-Traschen solution in four-dimensional
Einstein-Maxwell theory. We have simply started with D-dimensional gravitational theory
and introduced the cosmological constant with a scalar field that preserves time dependence.
For the 0-brane in the NSS model of D = 6, an asymptotically Milne solution is obtained.
However, it cannot provide an accelerating universe. We have also applied the asymptotically
de Sitter solution of five dimensions to construct the brane world model. We have employed
the standard copy and paste method to construct a cosmological 3-brane world, supported
by either the tension or induced gravity, and embedded into a five-dimensional bulk. We
have derived the effective gravitational equations via the junction condition, and shown that
the solution gives an accelerating expansion on the 3-brane. However, in our model there is
no natural way to explain why the bulk cosmological constant is so small.
In the second part of the paper, we have discussed the time-dependent intersecting brane
solutions. For NI = 4, which are the parameters in the coupling of the field strengths to
the dilaton, there is only one function hI depending on both the time and coordinates of
transverse space. All the field strengths in the D = 11 and D = 10 supergravities have
NI = 4 couplings.
If all the branes have equal number of world volume dimensions and the same charge,
it is possible to get a solution in which all functions hI depend on both the time and the
coordinates of overall transverse space. This turns out to be the only situation where the
parameters NI have proper values within the framework of the intersecting p-brane systems.
If at least one of branes has NI˜ = 4, we can construct the time-dependent solutions even
if all other NI 6= 4. In this case, only one time-dependent hI is obtained from the brane
of NI˜ = 4. For instance, in the case of D = 6 without a cosmological constant, we have
obtained a dynamical solution involving 0- and 1-brane in a class of the Romans theory. A
dynamical intersecting brane system in this class of the Romans theory was allowed only for
the 1-brane.
Supposing that our four-dimensional spacetime is located at a particular place of the
extra spatial dimensions, we have obtained expanding FLRW universes. The power of the
scale factor in these solutions, however, is too small to give a realistic expansion law even in
the case that all functions hI depend on both the time and coordinates of overall transverse
space. This means that we have to consider additional matter on the brane in order to get
a realistic expanding universe.
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As we have observed, there is a serious difficulty in obtaining an accelerating expansion
from the dynamical intersecting solutions. We have discussed the possible solutions of field
equations for a given scalar and gauge fields in Secs. III and IV. For a given choice of ansatz
of fields in the D-dimensional spacetime for the dilaton coupling parameter cI , the functions
hI in the metric have a condition corresponding to the relation between the warp factors
associated to the parameter NI in the coupling constant cI . In terms of the field equations,
the functions hI have a structure of the linear combination of the functions h0(t) and h1(z).
The condition for the form of hI to be harmonic function to the transverse space is not
relevant to the choice of NI . Though this result is really natural in the viewpoint of the
extension of the static solution, it prevents us from obtaining an accelerating expansion
because the field equations lead to the function h0(t) depending on the linear function of
time.
Of course, whether this makes sense depends on the ansatz of fields associated with D-
dimensional symmetry. A more precise statement with respect to an accelerating expansion
in the p-brane system will be presented in the near future.
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TABLE I: Intersections of 0-branes and 1-brane of the six-dimensional Romans theory with Nr = 4
for 1-brane and Ns = 2 for 0-brane in the case (I) and (II) are shown. Time dependence appears
only in 1-brane.
Branes 0 1 2 3 4 5 M˜ λ(M˜) λE(M˜)
1-brane ◦ ◦ Z λ(Z) = 1/3 λE(Z) = 2−d36−2d3−d4
0-brane and 1-brane 0-brane ◦
xN t v z1 z2 z3 z4
TABLE II: The power exponent of the fastest expansion in the Einstein frame for the intersection of
0-brane and 1-brane on the six-dimensional Romans theory is shown. “TD” in the table represents
which brane is time dependent.
Branes TD dim(M) M˜ (d1, d2, d3, d4) λE(M˜) Case
0-brane and 1-brane 1-brane 5 Z (0, 0, 1, 0) 1/4 I & II
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